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Crafting the world’s finest custom 
socks and accessories since 1992



In the 100 years prior to DeFeet, few cycling brands attempted to knit their own logo - let alone 
someone else’s - into socks. In 1992, DeFeet introduced the Aireator® sock and the DeFeet Custom 
Shop. For the first time ever, any organization including clubs, teams and events could have their 
logo and colors knit into small batch runs of DeFeet socks. This combination of customization on a 
groundbreaking, new performance sock design took the world by storm. 

DeFeet pioneered the custom sock category and forever changed the way socks are designed, 
ordered and crafted.

The first examples of DeFeet custom 
socks. These pairs were made for the 
Cool Breeze Cyclery bike shop in 1992 
and are still on display at DeFeet.
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My family emigrated from England to the United States when I was 5 years old. My siblings 
and I felt the nervous energy of that big move, as well as a sense of the independent 
entrepreneurship - which was not a buzzword, back then - my father was taking on. We settled 
in North Carolina, and he started a business selling knitting machine parts to mills that made 
socks. My own mechanical curiosity took over and soon I was moving those machines and 
working on them. 

I found cycling at a young age as well, and it didn’t take long for me to start imagining a new 
sock design for the sport. What I came up with was the Aireator®. True to form, I even knitted 
it backwards, like most things I do. Low and behold, it worked better for a performance sock 
than any knitting method that came before or since. Today, DeFeet continues to build off the 
strong foundation that began with the Aireator. 

DeFeet started with our Custom Shop. Our very first orders were for custom socks. We call 
our factory a ‘Microsockery’, where we nurture quality craftsmanship and a great customer 
experience. We’re very proud to be in our 28th year in the same location we started. Our 
customers return because DeFeet quality, performance and consistency can be felt every time 
they pull on their socks and accessories. 

We hope you enjoy this issue of Yarn & Stripe. You will learn things about the DeFeet Custom 
Shop you probably didn’t know. We hope you will trust DeFeet with your next custom order. 
There’s nothing we enjoy more than shipping products our customers designed with our 
friendly Custom Shop staff. Your logo and colors knit into our race winning, proven models. 

Shane Cooper 
Founder & Chief Sockologist
DeFeet
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The winningest socks in cycling history find a new World Tour partnership

Since 1992, DeFeet socks have been worn to more major professional cycling victories than all other brands 
combined. As 2019 came to a close, DeFeet bid farewell to a 24 year relationship with the World #1 ranked 
road team. It was a long run, and a break from World Tour road racing felt welcome. 

That break lasted one week. Belgium based Team Lotto - Soudal came knocking, and DeFeet decided to step 
into the opportunity. Watching the Classics and Grand Tours isn’t quite the same when you don’t have “skin 
in the game”, and Lotto - Soudal has been a joy to watch in their rise to a top-tier team. 

Something we really like about Lotto - Soudal is they 
run three teams: World Tour, U23 and a Women’s 
team. DeFeet has always appreciated programs that 
invest and make the effort to cover this spectrum. 

Team Lotto - Soudal Chooses 
the DeFeet Custom Shop
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Lotto - Soudal kicked off 2020 by winning four 
stages in the Tour Down Under in Australia. 
Many riders on the team wore the very special 
DeFeet WIRES Custom Shop creation. 

AUSTRALIA 
RELIEF SOCK

All proceeds from this sock went to WIRES. 
WIRES is Australia’s largest wildlife rescue 
organization. With the catastrophic fires, 
WIRES  focused its efforts on increasing the 
capacity to rescue and care for individual 
animals, as well as helping wildlife more 
broadly, by partnering on projects to improve 
the long-term outcomes for native animals. 
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Introducing Lex Albrecht: 
DeFeet Test Pilot

In 2020 we welcome Lex Albrecht as an official 
DeFeet Test Pilot. She makes her home in Montreal, 
Canada, but life on two-wheels has her moving 
most of the year. Lex spent several seasons racing 
professionally. Her love of climbing and descending 
skills made her a threat in any alpine landscape. She 
brings a wealth of knowledge, experience and candor 
to DeFeet, pre-requisites for a Test Pilot position.You 
can follow Lex at  @lex_albrecht

Q: What was your path to finding cycling? Did you play other sports? Surely you played hockey.
 
A: Growing up, I sucked at sports.  All sports, except for running around a track in the school yard, 
I was decent at that.  I couldn’t catch a ball until I was about 10, and in 5 years of playing soccer I 
scored one goal.  Because of this,  I got quite nervous that I had no talent and was on a path to failure.  
I laugh at that now.  I wanted to play hockey, but my parents weren’t on board with the idea, so I 
collected hockey cards with my paper route wages instead.  I still have hundreds of them.

When I was young, my family moved to the country.  I felt isolated since my friends still lived in the 
city: where the opportunity for part time jobs, social stuff and just plain LIFE was happening! I started 
riding the double suspension department store-bought “mountain bike” that I gave myself for my 
birthday one year... to get to where that action was.  It was a wild feat at first because the city felt so 
far away.  With my bike, suddenly I had access not only to freedom, but independence. An amazing 
sense of satisfaction and accomplishment would come over me when I would ride.  That’s how I truly 
fell in love with cycling.  I think I still get that feeling when I ride now.  I wish for every kid to have the 
chance to experience falling in love with the bike.
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Q: One of the most interesting things about you is 
you’re interested in a lot of different things. One 
winter recently you were doing some work in the 
field with what, was it a precious metals company? 
You get around on a motorcycle with a bike rack 
on it. You’ve been riding BMX. What drives you?
 
A: I’m always looking to try something new, it’s true.  
I like learning, exploring, discovering and I’m not 
afraid of failing.  There’s a lot more merit to pushing 
our limits and falling flat on our face, figuratively or 
literally at first than mastering something, sticking 
with it and stagnating. We’ve got one shot at life, 
why not taste everything at the buffet? Apart from 
my B.Sc. in Medical Biology, I have training as an 
industrial technician and have worked in mines in 
the off-season in Africa. The context is completely 
different than my day-to-day reality as a pro athlete 
and I absolutely love the contrast.  It’s thrilling. 
Similarly, hopping on a BMX track for the first time 
was also thrilling.  I have some scars to attest to it.

Q: What comes next? Is your racing winding down? Is this the start of a new chapter in your journey?
 
A: This year I won’t be racing on the UCI Women’s World Tour, but riding will never wind down for 
me.  After training camps in California and Florida, I will be kicking off the season with my first 
gravel race in April.  Gravel will be a return to my roots as a cyclist.  Some of my favourite country 
roads when I was falling in love with riding were gravel.  I didn’t realize racing them could be a 
“thing”. 
 
I am also excited to target National Championships on the road mid-season, and smash it at some 
of my old-favourite races.  Daring to approach the race calendar in a different way is pretty cool.  I 
already see the difference that adjusting my preparation and training is making.  I’ve pushed some 
of the best watts that I’ve ever done in off-season training so far. Tying in a lot more cross training is 
a blast too. I think it’s healthy as well.
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Q: Do you have any words for young riders and 
women who have embarked on - or are considering - 
their own two-wheeled lifestyle?

A: Be wary of the noise around you, it can drown out 
your instinct and passion.  Everybody seems to have 
the “right answer” in terms of what you need to be 
doing for training, using for equipment, or even who 
you should be as a person.  That advice and those 
comments seem to come from every angle these days, 
especially with social media.  So, you do you.  Ride for 
the reasons that are important to you, and don’t worry 
about comparing yourself to others or living up to 
expectations.  There will always be people or measuring 
tools to make you feel inadequate.  Don’t pay attention 
to them.  Set your own standards.  I think that’s the key 
to happiness.  And when you feel good, you go fast ;).

Q: You rode for a US professional women’s road 
team, TIBCO, as well as a stint on an Italian team. 
Coming from Montreal, speaking French, was it 
easier to start pursuing bike racing in Europe? 
 
A: I signed my first professional contract in 2012 with 
an American team, and have also been a part of the 
Canadian National Team as well ever since.  In 2016 I 
made the jump to race full-time in Europe.  I lived in 
a small town called Bonate Sotto in Lombardia.  It was 
beautiful. And character building.  Knowing French helped 
me so much that year.  It’s Latin-based, just like Italian so 
I could quickly understand a lot of what was being said.  
Also, as soon as I learned the trashiest, dirtiest slang, I 
felt like I started to really fit in with the team.  Haha.
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Knitting custom socks is not like printing tee shirts. There is a reason no company attempted to do 
it prior to DeFeet. Like most things worth doing, DeFeet started with custom because it’s the hardest 
thing to do. 

Many people don’t know the difference between knitting, screen printing, sublimation and 
embroidery. They’re all different, but the biggest difference is that knitting is the only process that 
requires the entire, individual creation of each custom product from raw material. All the others can 
have logos applied from existing, premade inventory. Your custom order from DeFeet won’t start 
knitting until our craftspeople pull actual cones of yarn. 

Knitting also presents challenges the other 
methods I mentioned don’t have. Primarily, 
knitting doesn’t allow for the same 
resolution. When our Custom Shop artists 
translate your design into a format for socks, 
they are dealing with fewer pixels. There are 
limitations to what is possible, and sometimes we’re 
pleasantly surprised. Our staff helps guide customers 
through this design process to make sure the finished 
design is the most attractive one possible. 

Indeed, knitting custom socks is not the simplest way to 
create a custom product. Knitting, however, is the way to 
make timeless looking, beautifully fitting, long lasting, 
high performance socks and accessories. If you want 
these qualities, there are no shortcuts. They must be built. 
Crafted.  

This is what makes our work at the DeFeet Custom Shop 
so rewarding every day. We’re confident that once 
you go through our custom experience and see 
how pleased anyone fortunate enough to receive 
your custom design is, you will keep coming back.

DEFEET SOCKOLOGY

THE CUSTOM 
EXPERIENCE
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CREATING HISTORY IN CUSTOM
1993

One year into our business, DeFeet was asked to 
make socks for the Chevrolet LA Sheriff’s team 
pictured above with DeFeet Founder, Shane Cooper. 
These socks were the first ever custom socks in 
cycling. We used our new sensation, the Aireator® 
as the platform to custom make socks for the team. 
That year the Sheriffs wore that yellow cuffed 3 inch 
sock into the Yellow Jersey in the Tour DuPont.

1994
Greg LeMond called DeFeet and asked that we make 
him some 5 inch tall black Gan custom socks. He 
wanted them for the Spring Classics. That was back 
when grand tour winners still raced all the Spring 
Classics to get in shape. His teammate Gilbert Duclos-
Lassalle had won in Roubaix the prior year. Greg 
wanted the custom sock to keep the dirt at bay. So we 
did the worlds first cycling specific black 5 inch tall 
sock for Roubaix. That year Chris Boardman wore the 
white version of the team Gan sock into the Maillot 
Jaune at the Tour de France. We customized each rider 
on team Gan with personalized socks.

2005
Tom Boonen hit the scene with incredible power. A 
spring classics man and world champion. He asked 
that we make him some World Champion socks with 
the Transformers logo and make the socks 6 inches 
tall….we accommodated his request and these socks 
are still one of the most sought after collectable 
socks ever made.

1996
Johan Museeuw won the professional world 
championship road race wearing the DeFeet Custom 
Mapei socks. He asked that we make a special World 
Champion sock that would use the rainbow stripes. 
This was a task that was asking the knitting machine to 
do something with color stripes that was very difficult. 
At the time knitting machines did not have enough 
yarn feeds to accomplish so many colors. So we used 
some good ol’ NASCAR tricks and rigged our machines 
to accomplish the World Class mission.
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2006-2007
Paolo Bettini was struggling with foot bed pain due to 
smaller pedal platforms. He asked that we create a pad 
over the pedal. Freddie Rodrigues had the same request. 
As we were the official custom sock for QuickStep 
and Domo we created a sock that was worn by these 
legendary riders called the Cyclismo. It incorporated a 
slight pad under the metatarsals to provide more comfort 
over the new, smaller pedal platforms. These were also 
customized when Paolo won the Olympics that year. So, 
yet again we were using the World Champion stripes, but 
now with the Olympic rings.

2011
Mark Cavendish blasted through the peloton winning 
more races than anyone before him. Mark had a 
keen eye for sock thickness and could feel even a one 
millimeter difference. Mark had lots of fun with our 
custom program. At one point, Mark had a sponsor 
that requested that the DeFeet logo not be on his 
socks. So he asked us to do a white logo on a white 
background. We did that in our custom program and 
he won more races with that sock than any other sock 
he ever wore. 

1995-2019
We were the official Custom Sock of team Mapei 
QuickStep. The champions all got to customize their 
National wins with custom socks. Every year they 
had a lot of National champions.

2020
We are now the official Custom Sock for Lotto 
Soudal. In January 2020 at the Tour Down 
Under, we created a special custom sock for 
wires.org.au, an Australian charity. Through 
our Sockfunding platform, we raised and 
donated $10,000 to Wires that goes toward 
Australian outback animals in need.
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AIREATOR®
Most popular custom choice for thin fit, recycled fiber 

• The original DeFeet sock, the Aireator has been 
consistently upgraded and remains the gold standard of 
cycling socks.

• Feature packed and incredibly durable, the Aireator is the 
most popular cycling sock in history. 

• DeFeet Aireator mesh for superior breathability and 
comfort. The first sock to incorporate this type of open-
mesh construction.

• Eco-friendly: Made from recycled water bottles in North 
Carolina, USA.

Most popular custom choice for thin fit, pure wool fiber

• Modeled after the most successful cycling sock ever 
designed, the DeFeet Aireator.

• Thin fit to accommodate any cycling shoe. 
• Four season versatility.
• Eco-friendly: Made from the finest USA grown Merino 

wool.

Most popular custom choice for thin fit, wool + recycled fiber

• Modeled after the most successful cycling sock ever 
designed, the DeFeet Aireator.

• Thin fit to accommodate any cycling shoe. 
• Four season versatility.
• Eco-friendly: Made from yarn twisted with USA grown 

Merino wool and Repreve from recycled plastic water 
bottles.

WOOLEATOR®

WOOLEATOR® COMP
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The original airflow design sock. Thin fit, made with Repreve® 
fiber.
5doz $8 / 6-9doz $7 / 10-23doz $6 / 24doz + contact

The Original and our most popular Custom Shop offering. Most first 
time customers choose to place their first custom order with the 
Aireator.  Available in double or single cuff configurations in 1”- 6” 
height. Made from recycled plastic bottles.  Ideal for cycling and 
casual wear.

The airflow design sock made from the finest USA grown Merino wools. 
Thin fit. 
5doz $10.50 / 6-9doz $9.50 / 10-23doz $8.50 / 24doz + contact

Same winning design as the Aireator®, but extends versatility to four 
seasons due to it’s amazing USA grown Merino wool fiber. Always a great 
choice for a custom order.

Made from a special twisted fiber combining USA Merino wool and 
Repreve®. Thin fit. 
5doz $9.50 / 6-9doz $8.50 / 10-23doz $7.50 / 24doz + contact

Wool Comp is DeFeet’s proprietary fiber combining equal parts 
USA Merino and Repreve® fiber made from used, recycled plastic 
bottles. This fiber represents a major achievement in sustainable, 
locally sourced USA performance fibers. 

DEFEET CUSTOM SHOP OPTIONS
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Most popular custom choice for general use with padded fit and 
pure wool
 
• Densely padded provides comfortable cushion feel and 

generous insulation.
• Four season versatility.
• Eco-friendly: Made with USA grown Merino wool.
• Durable construction and natural beauty creates amazing 

custom socks.

Most popular custom choice for padded fit, wool + recycled fiber

• Densely padded provides comfortable cushion feel and 
generous insulation.

• Four season versatility.
• Eco-friendly: Made from yarn twisted with USA grown Meri-

no wool and Repreve from recycled plastic water bottles.
• Heathered Comp Wool fibers create stunning batches of 

custom socks.

Custom fashion sock with racing roots. Thin fit, wool fiber

• World class athletic DNA in the form of a dress sock. 
• Thin fit accommodates dress shoes and any cycling 

shoe. 
• Eco-friendly: Made from the finest USA grown Merino 

wool.
• Over 25 years of cycling heritage built into custom 

dress socks.

WOOLIE BOOLIE

WOOLIE BOOLIE COMP

MONDO WOOL

Shaded zones show areas of extra padding in the sock

Shaded zones show areas of extra padding in the sock
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The USA Merino wool sock ready for any adventure, year round. Padded fit. 
5doz $12 / 6-9doz $11 / 10-23doz $10 / 24doz + contact

With it’s densely padded footbed and ribbed cuff, this great looking, jack-of-all 
trades sock has garnered a cult-like following. An ideal choice for virtually any 
outdoor activity. Made from USA grown Merino wool. 

Do-it-all adventure sock made from a special twist of USA Merino and 
Repreve®. Padded fit.     5doz $11 / 6-9doz $10 / 10-23doz $9 / 24doz 
+ contact 

DeFeet makes Wool Comp fiber by twisting USA Merino and Repreve® 
fiber made from used, recycled plastic bottles. The result is a Woolie 
Boolie that has all the incredible attributes of wool, but with the soft, 
superior wicking performance of Repreve built in.

Classic casual style with world class performance. Thin Fit.
5doz $12 / 6-9doz $11 / 10-23doz $10 / 24doz + contact

DeFeet is known for cycling and outdoor socks that easily crossover 
to casual wear. The Mondo turns that around. It’s a casual dress 
sock that easily crosses over to the road or trail. In other words, it’s 
a boardroom badass you can customize. 
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Serious road riders custom choice for thin fit, recycled fiber

• Proven by World Tour cycling teams in every major 
competition.

• Full wrap Aireator mesh for maximum breathability. 
• DeFeet construction provides strength and durability in 

the thinnest profile.
• Eco-friendly: Made from recycled water bottles in North 

Carolina, USA.

Mountain bike riders custom choice for padded fit, recycled fiber

• Perfect for all types of trail riding.
• Features toe box and forefoot padding for comfort.
• Rib top cuff for extra protection and to eliminate slippage.
• Eco-friendly: Made from recycled water bottles in North 

Carolina, USA

The custom choice for classic athletic sock profile and recycled fiber

• Padding throughout the footbed for sport performance and 
all-around comfort.

• Rib top cuff for extra protection and to eliminate slippage.
• Eco-friendly: Made from recycled water bottles in North Caro-

lina, USA

LEVITATOR LITE

LEVITATOR TRAIL

D-EVO CREW

Shaded zones show areas of extra padding in the sock

Shaded zones show areas of extra padding in the sock
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Ultralight, super breathable sock for the performance driven. Thin fit. 
5doz $9 / 6-9doz $8 / 10-23doz $7 / 24doz + contact

Preferred by many of the top cycling teams in the world, the Levitator Lite 
has a thinner, lighter profile, 360 degree Aireator mesh venting, and a 
completely flat toe seam. Built to last with DeFeet craftsmanship, this sock is 
the choice for those who demand the lightest, thin fit. 

Ruggedized for the trail, casualized for everyday life, customized by you. 
Padded toe and forefoot fit.    5doz $9.50 / 6-9doz $8.50 / 10-23doz 
$7.50 / 24doz + contact

Born with a thirst for adventure as well as any moisture inside a shoe, the 
Levitator Trail is set for all types of two wheeled off road use. In custom 
form, the ribbed cuff provides a wonderful palate and a timeless look 
and feel. Made with Repreve®, the fiber that comes from recycled water 
bottles. 

Retro inspired athletic sock looks with modern, recycled earth friendly 
performance. Padded fit. 
5doz $8.50 / 6-9doz $7.50 / 10-23doz $6.50 / 24doz + contact

DeFeet’s version of the all-around athletic sock, D-Evo has the perfect 
blend of retro looks and modern technology. Padded foot for everyday 
comfort and any-sport application. Made with Repreve®, the fiber that 
comes from recycled, used plastic water bottles. Sustainable has never 
been this cool.  Timeless, great looking athletic sock profile. 
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WHITE NEON PINK (806)

OATMEAL (7536) LAVENDER (271)

GRAPHITE (432) RASBERRY (227)

MUSK (7518) STAR (2975)

DARK GREEN (330) DEFEET BLUE (293)

COOL GREY (7) LIGHT PINK (1895)

TIMBER (4645) NEPTUNE (319)

FOREST GREEN (553) PROCESS BLUE (801)

NATURAL (7499) DAWSON (260)

OLIVE (449) CAROLINA BLUE (297)

MEC GREEN (361) LIGHT NAVY (281)

BLACK HI-VIS PINK (812)

GOLD (466) PURPLE (2685)

CHARCOAL (433) PLUM (262)

BROWN (476) BLUE (283)

KELLY GREEN (356) ROYAL BLUE (287)

HOPE GREY (7545) BLUSH (2365)

COYOTE BROWN (1265) QUICKSTEP BLUE (310)

AVOCADO (384) CANE CREEK BLUE (653)

KHAKI (7535) WILDBERRY (258)

OLIVE DRAB (5743) BARNSTORMER BLUE (2995)

GREEN (354)

TEAL GREEN (3285)

SULPHUR SPRINGS (809)

NEON GREEN (802)

PEACH (1555)

POINCIANA (WARM RED)

FLASH GREEN (367)

SUNSHINE YELLOW (108)

ORANGE (1655)

JALAPENO (387)

HI-VIS ORANGE (811)

CARDINAL (202)

LIME GREEN (382)

NEON YELLOW (803)

ICEBERG GREEN (5565)

PUMPKIN ORANGE (151)

SCARLET (186)

CELESTE GREEN (333)

LIGHT GOLD (1235)

BURNT ORANGE (159)

SUNNY LIME (393)

NEON ORANGE (804)

FOLK PINK (219)

RHODAMINE (802)

NAVY (289)

NATURAL 100%

NATURAL LEMON LIMELIGHT

GRAVEL GREY
 HEATHER

ADMIRAL 
HEATHER

LEAD HEATHER SAPPHIRE 
HEATHER

LODEN HEATHER ROYAL

RED

CARDINAL 
HEATHER

CHARCOAL HEATHER 100%

DEFEET COLORS AND MATERIALS
NYLON BASE COLOR OPTIONS

WOOL COLOR OPTIONS

100% USA Grown Merino Wool

50/50 WOOL COMP - 50% USA Merino Wool twisted with 50% Repreve® fiber from recycled bottles
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FILL OUT THE INQUIRY FORM 
ON DEFEETCUSTOM.COM. 

OUR FRIENDLY CUSTOM SHOP 
STAFF WILL CONTACT YOU.

1
CONTACT

DESIGN YOUR UNIQUE 
SOCKS AND COMPLETE 
YOUR ORDER DETAILS.

2
DESIGN

APPROVE YOUR DESIGN AND 
WE GET TO WORK KNITTING 
YOUR ORDER. IN 3-5 WEEKS, 

YOUR SOCKS ARRIVE.

ENJOY

3

Get Custom Socks Designed with Your Logo & Colors
Highest grade materials and DeFeet craftsmanship create the finest custom socks made.

ORDERING CUSTOM

19

SOCKFUNDING

NEW - Introducing Sockfunding - the revolutionary way to make, sell and distribute your 
custom socks. 

Perfect for Zwift teams, Strava clubs, or any social group with members in different 
locations. 

Sockfunding is ideal for charities and school teams or clubs wanting to deliver their logo 
and design on world class socks while raising funds for their cause at the same time. 

Getting your sock to market has never been simpler or faster. Sockfunding programs 
shared with friends and family and over social media enjoy unparalleled success 
compared to conventional fundraising methods.



DeFeet International
371 i-40 Access Rd
Hildebran, NC 28637

defeet.com | (800) 688-3067 | support@defeet.com 

DEFEET IS THE OFFICIAL CUSTOM SOCK OF THE WILDLIFE GENERATION PRO CYCLING TEAM


